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‘Paradise Lost’ is an exploration of the 
enduring appeal of Speed, Danger, 
British identity, and a time when men 
exploring physical boundaries were 
knighted to the acclaim of millions.   
This show evolved from conversations 
between Leach and Richard Gauntlett, 
as they discussed their mutual passion 
for the charismatic imagery and objects 
from the 20th Century.  Not nostalgic, 
but a response to fascinating people, 
machines, and events from the near past, 
whose character transcends the period, 
and remains equally compelling today.

Leach explains, ‘So much is evocative 
from the interwar era!  The Supermarine 
Schneider Trophy racer, Malcolm 
Campbell’s Bluebird, the Brough 
Superior ‘Works Scrapper’, are nearly 
forgotten today, but the aesthetics of 
the era are so pure and functional. This 
was pretty radical stuff back then, but 

my work has to be relevant now, as I’m 
not interested in recreating the past.  My 
painting technique is contemporary, even 
Pop, and attempts to create resonance 
between images of the era and a viewer 
today. To me, an enormous bespoke 
object like the Bluebird, taken onto 
Daytona Beach in an attempt to go faster 
than any human, remains a charismatic 
and physically relevant object.

 ‘Paradise Lost’ uses visual language 
to muse on the era before Health and 
Safety concerns regulated ambitions 
and passions.  When an entire nation 
would sit as ghosts on the shoulders of a 
young man breaking speed records for 
England, then laud his return, thronging 
the streets of London by the hundreds 
of thousands.  When it was possible to 
be a hero for doing something which 
had never been done, and which might 
have cost his life.

Conrad Leach: 
‘Paradise Lost’
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Conrad Leach was born in Canterbury, 
Kent, in 1965, and attended the 
Ravensbourne College of Art and 
Design.  After 15 successful years in the 
fashion industry, Leach began painting 
full time in 1997.  His first solo show, 
‘Players’, at the APART gallery in London, 
brought him great acclaim, and he was 
subsequently artist in residence for 
Louis Vuitton/Celux gallery in Japan 
for 5 years.  In 2005, he painted a 
portrait series of Norwegian cultural 
icons for the Grand Hotel in Oslo; his 
portrait of Henrik Ibsen is now used as 

visual identity by the Ibsen Museum.  In 
2008, he showed a series of large-scale 
motorcycle related paintings for the 
Legend of the Motorcycle Concours 
in Half Moon Bay, CA.  In 2009, the 
Gauntlett Gallery became his UK 
representative, and in 2010, Richard 
Gauntlett commissioned Leach to design 
the ‘BS1’, a vintage-inspired custom 
motorcycle. ‘Paradise Lost’ is his first 
solo show in London in 9 years.

Conrad Leach
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‘Bluebird 301’: 
“Bonneville; the fastest and loneliest 
place on earth.  Campbell breaks 
300mph in 1935.”

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 40in x 80in
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‘English (K)night’: 
“Defense of the Realm in Britain’s darkest hour.”

Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 63in x 43in
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‘The Queen’: 
“Pomp, circumstance and gravitas; 
wearing the mantle of the Nation.”

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 63in x 45in
Private collection Joachim von Radeke
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‘Before the Salute’: 
“24-hour grudges at LeMans evoke  
the spirit of Agincourt.”

Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 75in x 49in
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‘Lucky 13’:  
“Early American racing was perilous,  
with a likely short lifespan for riders, yet 
the excitement and speed grabbed head-
lines across the world, and influenced 
British competition.”

Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 81in x 67in
From a private collection
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‘Hamlet’: 
“An iconic Beggarstaf poster becomes  
a meditation on human fragility.”

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: Hamlet 40in x 80in, 
Helmet 40in x 80in
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‘Norton Duke’: 
“The Norton Manx dominated 
roadracing worldwide, making stylish 
Geoff Duke a World Champion, with 
movie star charisma.”

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 67in x 81in
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‘Works Scrapper’: 
“The Brough Superior was not only the 
fastest motorcycle in the world, but a 
most beautiful handmade object.”
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Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 87in x 53in
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‘Into the Night’: 
“What would Steve do?  Steve would win.”

Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 75in x 49in
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The ‘BS1’: 
“Embodying everything cool about 
Board Track racers of the ‘Teens, 
without the lethality.  The BS1 is 
a completely modern, functional 
motorcycle, harkening in appearance to 
those bicycle-origin racers - with added 
amenities like brakes, a gearbox, and 
suspension. Up to date, its lines rich 
with history, BS1 is possibly the finest 
HD-based ‘Board Track’ custom ever. 
Commissioned by Richard Gauntlett, 
designed by Conrad Leach, executed 
by Cro Customs in LA.”
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‘Piste 29’: 
“Drifting home; pre-resort, hours 
of snow hiking provided a few 
minutes of thrilling speed.”  

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 75in x 49in
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‘Bluebird 272’: 
“Malcolm Campbell blasts Bluebird across 
Daytona Beach, inches from the sea.”

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 54in x 27in
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‘Black Jack’: 
“Indelible British identity.”

Acrylic on linen
Dimensions: 53in x 65in
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‘Venice 27’: 
“International seaplane racing; incredibly 
romantic, thrilling, and gone.”

Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 43in x 63in
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‘Victory’: 
“We will beat them on the beaches, 
on the salt, and in the air…”

Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 46in x46in



‘In Memoriam’: 
“For those who gave everything.”

Mixed media
Dimensions: Height 20in
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 ‘Into The Black’: 

Edition of 250. Signed and numbered.
Malcolm Campbell pounds Daytona sand at over 250mph in 1931, takes the World 
Speed Record, returns to thronging crowds lining his London route to the Queen 
and Knighthood.  Limited edition serigraph (250, naturally), the first Conrad Leach/
Gauntlett Gallery collaboration, the origin of ‘Paradise Lost’.  

Hand-pulled screen-print on 50% cotton Fabriano paper stock
Dimensions: 40in x 24in
Created exclusively for the Paradise Lost exhibition
Original painting, private collection - Graham and Emma Clempson

‘Churchill’:

Edition of 30. Signed and numbered.
Hand-pulled screen-print on 50% cotton 
Fabriano paper stock
Dimensions: 28in x 20in
Original Painting,
private collection - Anya Hindmarch
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‘Banner Racers’:

Edition of 30. Signed and numbered.
Giclée print on William Turner  
archival paper stock
Dimensions: 41in x 35in
Original painting, 
private collection - Steve Jones

‘Norton Jack’: 

Edition of 30. Signed and numbered.
Giclée print on William Turner  
archival paper stock
Dimensions: 41in x 35in
Original painting,
private collection - Alain de Cadenet
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‘Lucky 13’: (left)

Edition of 30. Signed and numbered.
Giclée print on William Turner  
archival paper stock
Dimensions: 41in x 35in
Original painting, private collection - UK

‘Surtees & Ferrari’: (opposite)

Edition of 30. Signed and numbered.
Giclée print on William Turner  
archival paper stock
Dimensions: 26in x 22in
Original painting, private collection - UK
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‘Salute’: 

Edition of 30. Signed and numbered.
Giclée print on William Turner archival 
paper stock
Dimensions: 28in x 22in
Original painting, private collection - UK
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